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The Trustees would like to wish
all our Members, Associates,
and readers a very
Happy Christmas and
a Safe New Year

The route has been changed due to the
current traffic conditions...
Last month I touched on the topic of automated traffic updates and that I didn’t know how they worked,
so I’ve done a bit of research.
I am sure that we are all familiar with the forerunner,
which is known as RDS (Radio Data Systems). This
is the system which will interrupt your favourite radio
show (normally in the middle of PopMaster on Radio
2) and provide you with traffic announcements from a
local radio station. More often than not the broadcast
continues on longer that you wish for!
The main snag with traffic announcements this way is
that the broadcast will quite often use the local names.
When you or I hear that the road is block at Stinsford
Hill on the A35 we know where that is as we are local.
However, when we’ve snuck over the border, and you
hear something similar it often means very little as we
simply aren’t familiar with all the names of places. I
know what road I’m driving along, but often that is it.
This is where the next generation of traffic information comes in, known as TMC (Traffic Message
Channel) and is supported worldwide. It is a technology for delivering traffic and travel information
to vehicles. It is digitally coded using the ALERT
C or TPEG protocol into RDS (as above) carried via
conventional FM radio broadcasts. It can also be
transmitted on DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting) or
satellite radio. Both public and commercial services
are operational in many countries (however in the
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UK, it is not carried by the BBC due to their customer
charter preventing business use).
TMC allows silent delivery of dynamic information
suitable for reproduction or display in the user’s language without interrupting audio broadcast services.
When data is integrated directly into a navigation
system, traffic information can be used in the system’s route calculation. This leads onto my previous
comments of “The route has been adjusted due to the
current traffic conditions” or similar which my Car
SatNav will often utter.
Overtime, this technology will to some degree become
obsolete due to the newer smartphone generation of
route planning tools. Apple Maps, and Google Maps
are both able to use crowd ‘sourced’ traffic information. This is essence means that if your mobile phone
knows you are moving down a road slower than you
should be, this is reported back. If numerous other
phones also do the same, then the mapping provider can determine there is a hold up on the road, and
based on the GPS data even the size of the holdup/
traffic jam. TMC uses a similar approach, but relies
on data from various fleet vehicles, and also traffic
monitoring cameras you see on motorways and other
main roads.
Yes, big brother may be watching (or at least crunching the numbers), but if it helps us reach our destinations on time with the minimum of fuss, then surely
that is a good thing? I have to say that I’m all for it,
as I can remember the old days of writing out my
route, and then finding that an unexpected road closure has scuppered my plans!
For those who are travelling over the festive period, I
wish you all safe travels with minimal re-routing!
Matt Ames
Newsletter Editor
web www.dorsetiam.org.uk
facebook www.facebook.com/IAMRoadSmartDorset
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Test Passes - Congratulations

Attendees will have the chance to develop new skills
in the following areas:

We welcome to the Dorset IAM RoadSmart Group as
Full Members:

Information – vision and lines, head up - eyes on main
beam

Full Member
Jane Welborn

Observer
Andy Temple

Position and steering - how vehicle position/steering affects control

Congratulations on your recent test pass, your certificates should be in the post from IAM House (if they
haven’t yet arrived, they will do shortly).

Speed - brake smoothly and progressively

IAM RoadSmart’s Skills Days are back for
2022!

Acceleration – throttle control, plan to be on a positive throttle in bends

IAM RoadSmart, the UK’s largest independent road
safety charity, has announced (Monday 6th December) the dates for its 2022 programme of Skills Days,
which allow drivers and motorcyclists the chance to
learn valuable handling skills from qualified instructors while driving their own cars or riding their own
motorcycles on a race circuit.

The 2022 schedule for Skills Days is as follows:

We have 17 events taking place across three circuits at Thruxton in Hampshire, Mallory Park in
Leicestershire and Croft in Darlington during the
summer and autumn. The sessions are open to both
IAM RoadSmart members and the general public
(non-members) and allow attendees a rare chance
to learn about handling and precision driving and
riding on a race circuit, and to develop new skills that
will help ensure both safety and enjoyment on public
roads.

Drivers and riders will either work one-to-one with
an instructor, or as part of a small group, and will be
given the opportunity to fully understand what their
car or motorcycle is capable of.
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Gear – be in a responsive gear for the circumstances

April
• Tuesday 12th April – Mallory Park - Motorcycle
• Monday 25th April – Thruxton – Car
• Tuesday 26th April – Thruxton - Motorcycle
May
• Monday 16th May – Thruxton - Motorcycle
• Tuesday 31st May -Thruxton - Motorcycle
June
• Monday 13th June - Thruxton – Car
• Tuesday 14th June – Thruxton – Motorcycle
• Wednesday 29th June – Croft – Car
• Thursday 30th June – Croft - Motorcycle
July
• Tuesday 5th July – Mallory Park – Motorcycle –
Ladies Day
• Monday 11th July – Thruxton – Car
• Tuesday 12th July – Thruxton - Motorcycle
September
• Monday 5th September – Thruxton – Car
• Tuesday 6th September – Thruxton – Motorcycle
• Tuesday 20th September – Mallory Park - Motorcycle
• Monday 26th September – Thruxton – Motorcycle
IAM RoadSmart Motorcycle Skills Days are £165
each (full day), Car Skills Days £150 each (half day).
web www.dorsetiam.org.uk
facebook www.facebook.com/IAMRoadSmartDorset
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Shaun Cronin, Regional Service Delivery Team
Manager (Southern) who is a driving force behind the
days said: “These are hugely popular events because
both riders and drivers really do get the chance to
put their skills to the test and learn and improve key
techniques.

Neil Greig, Director of Policy and Research of IAM
RoadSmart, commented: “Far be it from being driven off the road, our research shows that many older
drivers are confident in their driving and happy for
their health and driving skills to be periodically tested
to determine that they are still up to scratch.”

Everybody gets to learn things. Last year, we had
a rider who picked up tips that he claimed saved his
life on the way home. For the drivers, we have many
non-members signing up post the events as it gives
them a taster of skills that will really enhance their
enjoyment and performance on a day-to-day basis.

In fact, many older drivers are willing to conduct such
tests independently, with nearly two-thirds of respondents (65%) claiming that if there was a DIY kit available to test their driving fitness, they would use it.

Our Skills Days really do provide drivers and motorcycle riders an opportunity to fully discover what their
car or bike is capable of. These events are practical
learning experiences, but they go away with everyday
tips from experts within a racing circuit environment.
“Our Skills Days sell out fast as they’re the perfect
chance to combine the art and fun of driving and riding as well as develop important new safety skills. It’s
no surprise they’re so popular with both experienced
and highly knowledgeable IAM RoadSmart members,
and those have yet to start out on their advanced
learning journey.”
For more information visit https://www.iamroadsmart.com/events/skills-days. To book a place
call 0300 303 1134.

More than half of older drivers support testing of
older drivers every 5 years
from the IAM RoadSmart Newsroom
Research commissioned by the UK’s leading independent road safety charity, IAM RoadSmart, has revealed that older motorists are more willing to prove
how safe they actually are on the roads than perhaps
first thought.
Indeed, of more than 3,000 motorists aged over 60
surveyed, over half (55%) agreed with the statement
that senior drivers should be retested every five years
after their licence renewal.
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Neil remarked: “With the extended backlog of patients waiting to see a GP, we would encourage older
drivers to independently monitor behaviours or health
patterns which may impact their driving habits and
general health more than usual. In cases where there
is any doubt, older drivers should temporarily put the
brakes on getting in the driver’s seat.”
Nearly half (46%) of drivers surveyed were in support of a flexible licensing system which might, for
example, restrict drivers to only using local roads or
driving in daylight hours.
On this, Neil added: “Flexible licences are already
used in some countries, including the USA and Australia. In these places, following an official assessment,
older drivers can continue behind the wheel, but in a
restricted area, type of road, or time of day.
“IAM RoadSmart supports a flexible driving licence
pilot project in the UK to test whether this approach
would allow some older drivers to maintain their mobility and still reach local services. This would maintain their quality of life as well as reduce the cost to
society of bringing services to them.”
Neil concluded: “The fact that over half of older
drivers are willing to undergo extra driving checks
bodes well for the policy changes we advocate. These
include an immediate review of driver licensing,
offering mature drivers reviews on prescription and a
joint education campaign to help drivers start to plan
for their future mobility needs. With everyone moving
in the same direction, we can drive down accidents on
the road, making Britain’s roads an even safer place to
be.”
web www.dorsetiam.org.uk
facebook www.facebook.com/IAMRoadSmartDorset
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IAM RoadSmart Vouchers
buy online at https://www.iamroadsmart.com/gift-vouchers
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Halfords launches charity Christmas jumper to
help festive motorists stay safe on the roads
from the IAM RoadSmart Newsroom
•
•
•

Approximately 117 million warning lights being ignored on cars across the UK as Christmas
approaches
Less than half of motorists confident identifying
what a warning light means
Halfords launches limited-edition Christmas
jumpers to educate motorists on road safety with
all proceeds donated to road safety charity, IAM
RoadSmart

New research has revealed that one in five motorists are currently ignoring a warning light showing
on their dashboard, and less than half are confident
identifying what the symbols mean. To remind motorists not to dismiss these important warnings as they
take to the roads for the festive period, Halfords has
launched an awareness drive, using Christmas jumpers
emblazoned with dashboard lights, with all proceeds
going to road safety charity, IAM RoadSmart.
Almost three quarters (73 percent) of Brits are
planning to drive to visit family and friends this
Christmas, but Halfords estimate there are 117 million
dashboard warning lights showing on cars across the
UK*, What’s more, 30 percent of drivers admit to
ignoring the warnings and more than a fifth (22 percent) already have one or more lights showing as the
festive period approaches.
Halfords’ first Christmas jumper aims to educate
motorists about the importance of these warnings.
Whilst the novelty jumper may look cheery at first
glance, it boasts a pattern made up of light-up dashboard lights, with the question ‘driving home for
Christmas?’ displayed boldly in the centre.
New research commissioned by the motoring services
business to support the jumper’s launch, found that of
those that said they currently had a warning light on,
nearly two in 10 (17 percent) admitted it signified a
bulb failure, which is illegal and could result in a fixed
penalty notice fine of £100. Other worrying warning
lights that have been left on and ignored include a
fault in the airbag (16 percent) and brake system alerts
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(18 percent), posing a huge risk to drivers and other
cars on the road.
Other key findings from the survey include:
•

•

•

One in three (33% percent) ignore the warning
lights for more than a week, with excuses being
that they don’t think the lights are safety critical,
don’t have the time to deal with the issue or don’t
think it is important
Almost a fifth (18 percent) of motorists have broken down or experienced a delay to their journey
because of ignoring a warning light, with the
average delay time being a whopping 2.3 hours!
Shoppers can purchase the Warning Lights
Christmas jumper via charity auction, with 100
percent of the proceeds donated to road safety
charity, IAM RoadSmart. Each jumper includes
a handy guide from Halfords experts to explain
what each warning light means and what to do
when they come on.

The auction is open until the 10th December 2021 at
www.halfords.com/halfordschristmasjumper.
Commenting on the research findings, Tony
Greenidge, CEO of IAM RoadSmart, said: “Dashboard warning lights should never be ignored! Not
only will they lead to an MOT fail but they are almost
always a prewarning that something is about to stop
working and that you could suddenly be stranded in
a very dangerous place. The last thing anyone wants
over the festive period is a totally avoidable breakdown, so get everything checked before that big trip
and your car will be one less thing to stress about
during the holidays”
Anthony Caie, Services Director, at Halfords said:
“With our research revealing half of respondents
aren’t taught about dashboard warning lights when
learning to drive, we want to help give drivers a basic
understanding of what they mean and help make
sure motorists arrive safely at their destinations this
Christmas to spend time with loved ones. The lights
are there for a reason and we urge motorists to take
notice if they are flashing red, amber or green. For
anyone concerned about a warning light, we offer a
full diagnostic check to identify any issues early before
they arise.”
web www.dorsetiam.org.uk
facebook www.facebook.com/IAMRoadSmartDorset
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